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Altenor Secrets, the game of mind and rotations is back:
Enter the ever-shifting Tower of Altenor,
where 2 to 4 players clash for loot and glory!
Coming to Kickstarter November 2021

2-4 players, 45-90 min, 14+
Enter the ever-shifting Tower of Altenor, where 2 to 4 players clash for loot and glory!
Experience the unique feeling of pursuing goals on a rotating puzzle board. Solo or in
pairs, choose from countless strategies to defeat the opposing team. Easy setup and
dynamic gameplay guaranteed!

Jump into Altenor Tower, either on 1vs1 or in teams, and get ready to clash!
Enjoy the Beginner mode to discover and teach the game, then dive into the Arena using
the Expert mode and seize the opportunity to show your skills in a true game of mind.
Altenor Secrets’ unique 19” game board contains five rings that represent a circular
section of the magical Tower. Each ring rotates, making the board a constantly shifting
puzzle.
Players have 4 turns and several ways to score points each turn. Rotate the rings, bluff,
capture magical artifacts, control the grand halls, engage in combat and overcome the
traps: there are many paths to victory for you and your teammate in the Altenor Tower!
→ Subscribe to the newsletter
→ Contact the media team to learn more
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A game easy to learn but very rich and complex to master
→ Enter the Altenor Tower
Designed for 2 to 4 players, Altenor Secrets is a mix of different game mechanics: macro
strategy, bluffing and anticipation are needed to win the battles.
Playing on an ever-shifting board is a unique
and exciting feeling that will twist your mind!
The carefully balanced system includes a small
element of chance in the game overall to
increase the fun. However, players have many
options and choices available to stack the odds
and reduce randomness if they want to avoid
it.
The sheer number of possible parameters,
teams, and strategies make each game a
unique experience. In fact, even confronting
the same opponent more often actually deepens the bluffing and mind games.
Send your characters into Altenor Tower, a unique and atypical board made of 5
rotating rings, each one composed of 8 different kinds of rooms, representing a true
maze and offering multiple gameplay possibilities. As each ring can rotate, Altenor
Secrets offers a highly modular board that serves as a battleground for player-controlled
adventurer guilds. Use precious cards to move the rings at your will, hold strategic
positions in each ring, and take advantage of or avoid specific rooms and walls.
Fast-paced alternating activations and lots of free movements make this game dynamic!
After four turns, the side with the most points wins. In the Tower, there are many paths to
victory! Use as many as possible of the 6 ways to score: collect & defend artefacts lying
in inner rings, hold position in the middle rings, control the grand halls in the outer rings,
engage in combat, use special abilities and/or succeed on meeting your initial bet
conditions!
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→ Different modes to fit your gaming experience
“The Arena” allows you to play with different set-ups: 1 vs 1, 2 vs 2 or even 1 vs 2. Made for
those who love a true game of mind, “The Arena” includes 6 guilds and 16 abilities to add
layers of complexity.
Tip: an introduction scenario will help you to dive into the game for the first time!
In “Expert” mode, first thing to do is choosing your faction and abilities wisely: each of
them has special asymmetrical features and distinctive skills that will lead your style of
play! Then master the 6 ways of scoring, using abilities and fighting cards to add a
layer of bluff and get the upper edge on your opponent.

For more casual games, or simply for your first games, don’t hesitate to use the
“Beginner” mode. When playing “Beginner” mode, both teams have symmetrical
gameplay and a small to medium complexity to master (only 3 ways of scoring, use of
dice for fighting).
When playing in coop (2 players for the same side), split the team and add your brains!
You can go up to 4 factions on the board and twice as many abilities in your hands!

Exclusive campaign hint:
Get ready to enter Altenor Secrets Championship mode: play in leagues and make it
last over time, as a true campaign!
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A full gaming experience included in your pledge
→ A complete base pledge
Altenor Secrets - the base pledge - offers
all you need for a global gaming
experience. It includes:
→ 6 unique factions of 6 characters each,
with their unique abilities offering an
asymmetrical gameplay + 1 Kickstarter
exclusive special character
→ a standee for each character
→ 1 additional faction, the Telekynesists:
this faction is Kickstarter exclusive and can
be unlocked before the campaign if the
newsletter reaches 500 subscribers.
→ 2 game modes - Expert and Beginner and an introduction scenario

→ a brand new unique rotating ring
supportive board: it consists of a solid
underboard, that makes everything steady
and easy to operate!
→ 16 unique abilities to change the board,
get unique scoring abilities, reinforce and
counter all styles of play
→ a new squared compact box packed
with gameplay and standees (up to 51)

→ A Kickstarter offer made in regard to the community feedback
In order to answer the community feedback and driven by the strong will of offering
Altenor Secrets in the best possible way, all the Power of Gamers team has worked to
propose a simple range of pledges:
→ the base game, for a price of 55€ - approx US$64 (VAT included),
→ for the figurines addicts: 43 minis without gaming rules for 90€ - approx US$104 (VAT
included),
→ a deluxe offer including the base game, 43 minis and the digital rules for the
Championships, for a total cost of 145€ - approx US$168 (VAT included).
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Focus: unique detailed figurines

All minis are manufactured in 2-5 parts for dynamic poses, real 3D gesture and FX,
offering extra quality and details compared with monobloc minis. Of course, minis are
assembled at the delivery.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Scenic bases
Flat areas for free-hands painting, strong relief for wash paints
Realistic equipment and small funny details
PVC+ABS components for better solidity and avoid bending parts
Unique and creative designs from Power of Gamers featuring bugmen, fishmen
and birdmen, as well as stylish humans
The details of these minis make them compatible with the best 35mm range of
roleplay games and wargames
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Atoriums: a deep universe, built to last and to evolve with its community
Altenor Secrets is set in the Atoriums universe: Atoriums is a timeless medieval fantasy
world with a large element of mystery where movement plays an integral role. As long as
you move, you are alive!

Inside the Tower

Exclusive campaign hint:
An arts and stories book will be available. Hard cover, stunning illustrations, short
novels featuring special characters and one story-where-you-are-the-hero will be part
of these 70+ pages.
An atorium is a magical object in perpetual motion. These rare artifacts can measure
from a few centimeters to kilometers in size. Atoriums placed in mechanical or organic
receptacles provide energy, power and other unique properties. Tempting but risky!
Grafting atorium is not easy and if the movements of your object weaken or stop, the
consequences are deadly.
Designed to be scalable, expansive, and full of possibilities, Atoriums includes
complex and numerous kingdoms, races, factions, and characters, to discover along
the way with an upcoming range of games, starting with the kingdom of Altenor.
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The heart of the kingdom of Altenor is a thousand-year-old city built on a gigantic
atorium. It is made up of large discs pierced by Towers, one of which plunges into the
depths of the earth and is lost in the clouds. The discs and the rings of the Towers are in
perpetual movement, like a giant clock. Some places of the structure are dungeons in
permanent flux. The city spreads out over the structure and has attracted inhabitants of
all kinds for ages. It is a place of life, military, magical, political and religious power, and it is
here that the action takes place!
Discover more about Atoriums here!

Power of Gamers, a young French publisher
This French company was born from the desire to share exceptional moments with friends and family
around board games. The goal of Power of Gamers is to develop fantastic and evolving universes that will
host innovative games. Like a TV series, you will be able to follow the evolution of the stories and characters
from one game episode to the next.
Cedric, the founder, has always been a gaming enthusiast. He surrounds himself with passionate
professionals. In particular, exceptional and renowned authors and artists in design, sculpture and
animation.
Several co-authors work on literary creations and on game mechanics. Finally, a dozen specialized
consultants bring their specific and targeted expertise. The team will grow rapidly over the next 3 years: full
time hiring and inclusion are part of the company's values.
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